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INTRODUCTION
According to Healthy People 2020, our nation’s health planning document, health
inequities are related to “historical and contemporary injustices.” Accordingly, achieving
health equity requires that we examine and dismantle the social systems that produce
injustice, such as racism.(1-3) A vast and growing body of research consistently shows that
racism is a social toxin that is not only morally unacceptable, but potentially lethal.(4-6)

EVIDENCE LINKING RACISM AND HEALTH
Racism is a system of beliefs and practices that serves to reinforce the power and
well-being of whites at the expense of people of color.(7) One visible manifestation of racism
is hate crimes. In 2014, the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) reported over 5,479 hate
crime incidents, with the majority of these incidents (57%) attributable to racial or ethnic
bias.(8)
Yet, federal hate crimes statistics typically underrepresent the actual count of such
events since most crimes are not reported to authorities or processed as acts of racial bias.
Moreover, hate crimes are only just one form of racial bias. Indeed, a 2015 poll found that
an overwhelming 91% of Americans felt that racism remained a problem in the U.S. and that
49% described it as a “big problem.”(9)
An important discovery in the scientific literature is that even small and subtle acts of
racial bias, such as being treated with less respect due to one’s race, can lead to a large
host of health problems.(10) These ongoing and mundane experiences of discrimination are
associated with increased risk of health problems such as heart disease, clinical depression,
low birth weight infants, poor sleep, obesity, and even mortality.(11-14) The link between
experiences of discrimination and illness has been documented among a variety groups,
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including African Americans, Arab Americans, Asian Americans, Latinos, and Native
Americans.(12, 15-18) Such findings are also seen in other countries, including Australia,
Brazil, Japan, and South Africa.(19-22)
Why might racism make people sick? First, racism may hinder one’s educational
attainment, impede the ability to seek gainful employment, and diminish potential
wages.(23) The erosion of these socioeconomic resources may in turn contribute to health
outcomes.
Another mechanism by which racism influences health appears to be stress.(24)
When stressors are experienced repeatedly, they can contribute to “allostatic load,” defined
as the “wear and tear” on the body systems, which then lead to a variety of health
problems.(25) Experiences of racism are associated with biomarkers of stress, such as
cortisol and c-reactive protein.(26, 27) Further, a recent neuroimaging study suggested that
discrimination is also associated with the areas of the brain that process social
exclusion.(28)
Experiences of racism may also trigger coping mechanisms. Some of these are
helpful, such as when people go to church or receive social support from friends. Some of
these coping behaviors can also be harmful. Indeed, discrimination is associated with
greater use of alcohol, tobacco and other drugs, and risky sexual behaviors.(29, 30)
Discrimination may also contribute to avoidance behaviors, such as when patients decide to
forgo medications or seek alternative therapies to avoid encountering bias.(31-33)
It is important to recognize, however, that individual experiences of racism are only
the “tip of the iceberg” (Figure 1).(34) Below the tip sits a broader foundation of structural
racism that is far more difficult to observe, but probably even more important with regard to
shaping the well-being of racial minorities.
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Structural racism includes the basic operations and norms of a society that serve to
maintain a racial hierarchy. These include: segregation of schools, neighborhoods, and
workplaces, redlining practices by lending institutions, negative portrayals in the media,
mass incarceration, voting restrictions, immigration policies, and many others.(7, 35) The
health literature has focused primarily on racial residential segregation. Racially segregated
neighborhoods often have greater exposures to environmental toxins, lower tax bases, fewer
jobs, and fewer services, such as hospitals.(36, 37) One study estimated that residential
segregation was attributable to 176,000 excess deaths in 2000.(38) Other indicators of
structural racism have also been associated with illness, including living in areas suffering
from redlining by lending institutions, or areas with greater racial animus, as indicated by
living in areas with a relatively higher preponderance of racist tweets as compared to other
communities.(39-41)

WHAT WOULD HEALTH EQUITY LOOK LIKE IN A SOCIETY FREE OF RACISM?
Health inequities could be considered a marker of the health of race relations.
Supposing this is true, then completely eradicating racism would likely dramatically
decrease health disparities across racial/ethnic groups. This a very difficult task, however,
that goes far beyond sensitivity trainings and diversity initiatives. As long recognized, the
elimination of individual prejudicial attitudes and stereotypes would not solve racial
inequities because the structural forces that perpetuate racism would remain untouched.(7)
Thus, any efforts to eliminate racism must attend to the multiple levels of racism, not simply
a single level.(42)
Although it is a difficult task to fix the structural roots of racism, there are reasons to
be optimistic. For example, Almond, Chay, and Greenstone noted that the racial disparity in
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postneonatal mortality plummeted after the passage of the 1965 Civil Rights acts mandate
to desegregate hospitals, resulting in the survival of over 5,000 African American infants in
the following decade in the rural south.(43) This analysis did not consider other health
outcomes, and it is likely that this study underestimated the potential health benefits of
such legislation.

OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES
Grassroots organizing of local communities has often been at the heart of civil rights
activities. Many of these local activities then blossomed into larger initiatives. A good
example comes from the area of redlining. Even with the de jure eradication of residential
segregation after 1965, many minority communities were thwarted in their attempts to
redevelop their communities and to integrate neighborhoods. This is because poor and
minority residents were unable to obtain mortgages due to redlining practices by banks. This
problem was voiced by local residents in Chicago and elsewhere, which then contributed to
a national movement that led legislation such as the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act in 1975
and the Community Reinvestment Act in 1977.(44, 45)
Movements are also happening today with regard to the Black Lives Matter and
related organizing efforts.(46) Contemporary organizing is not only happening on the
streets, but also in cyberspace. Despite the change in medium, the effects are similar.(47,
48) Individuals are sharing their stories and finding that their experiences are not unique.
Moreover, these movements are intertwined with other movements, so that community
groups are not only recognizing issues within policing, but other arenas, such as in media
representations. Thus, recognizing that racism spans multiple boundaries leads to the
strong opportunities for cross-sector collaborations. Collaborations between local community
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members, and allies in various sectors, including health and related disciplines, would
provide synergies that could benefit all groups.

PRIORITY AREAS FOR DEVELOPMENT OF AN ACTION AGENDA
1. Develop new methods for understanding structural and institutional racism. Much has
been learned about interpersonal experiences with racism and health, but much less is
known about the role of structural racism.(35, 49, 50) To an extent, the literature has
studied segregation, but understudied other forms of structural racism (e.g. mortgage
redlining, policing, mass incarceration). In addition, there are yet many untapped forms of
institutional discrimination (e.g. within the legal system) that could be further developed
conceptually and methodologically within a health equity framework.
2. Consider more fully the role of racism over the life-course. As individuals age, they
encounter new social institutions that provide new contexts for racism, such as when young
adults exit school and enter the workforce.(51) Research on racism and health must attend
to such dynamic change seriously.(52)

3. Attend to cumulative risk. The phrase, “cumulative risk,” usually denotes the increased
potential harm that occurs when humans encounter multiple environmental toxicants
simultaneously, such as lead, mercury, and arsenic. The idea is also useful for
consideration of racism, where we can examine the potential increase in morbidity that
occurs when racial minorities encounter everyday discrimination, residential segregation,
and occupational segregation simultaneously. Relatively little has been done in this regard,
but understanding how these exposures may act synergistically should be a high priority. For
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example, although research has focused on occupational and residential segregation
separately, it is unknown how occupational and residential segregation may act together to
produce health inequities.
4. Recognize intersectionality. Intersectionality recognizes that experiences of racism are
not uniform across social groups, but instead, are contextualized by gender, immigration
experience, social class, and many other factors.(53) Numerous accounts denote, for
example, how the experiences of racism faced by Black women differ from those of Black
men.(54) An emerging literature shows that possession of multiple types of social
disadvantages is related to illness.(55) However, this is just the beginning. Intersectionality
gets increasingly complex as we begin to recognize other dimensions, such as sexual
orientation, age, and social class. We need to strengthen our theoretical understanding of
intersectionality and continue to develop the empirical research towards understanding how
intersectionality may be related to health inequities.(56)

CLOSING
Racial health inequities have remained entrenched over time and often seem to be
intractable. Racism appears to play a key role in generating these inequities. Accordingly,
there are good reasons to suspect that health inequities would dramatically decline should
we find ways to create a Culture of Health that includes a mandate to foster civil rights and
eradicate racism. These actions could include the expansion of new ways to understand and
monitor multiple forms of oppression, and further welcome sustained participation by
diverse stakeholders. The Civil Rights Act recently passed its 50th anniversary, and the
actions of that era have resulted in profound changes to the well-being of diverse
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communities. Nonetheless, much work remains to fully achieve the vision of full and equal
participation of all members of society, and to develop a Culture of Health equity.

Figure 1. The Racism Iceberg (adapted from Gee, et al., 2007).
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